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Abstract
Publish Subscribe Paradigm is a recent development in the area of loose coupling communi-
cation among distributed components. The communication can be facilitated with the help
of content filtering within the network, here the content being the published messages. Using
content filtering in the underlying network routers(also known as brokers in publisher/sub-
scriber paradigm)enables to save valuable bandwidth by forwarding only those contents which
are of interests to the subscribers.
With the introduction of software defined networking, it is now possible to directly install
content filtering rules in the Ternary Content Addressable Memory(TCAM) of the routers in
the network. The content filtering rules are created by combining binary representation of
the contents and IPv4/IPv6 addresses from a predefined range of addresses. However, the
expressiveness of the filtering rules is limited by the small number of bits available in the
IP addresses. With increasing amount of published/subscribed messages, it is also required
to have proper filtering to avoid unnecessary traffic in the network. Therefore, initial work
was proposed to create filtering rules based on the workload i.e. amount of published and
subscribed messages, although these techniques are based on a simulated publisher/subscriber
filtering environment.
To explore the feasibility of the initially proposed techniques on an actual Software de-
fined networking environment is the primary purpose of this thesis. This thesis discusses
the proposed techniques with respect to a software defined networking environment and also
implements the mapping of these techniques to work with a software defined publisher/sub-
scriber network and evaluates the scalability and efficiency of the proposed techniques and
the cost of doing so, in terms reconfiguration overhead.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Distributed systems these days have become greatly scalable to the extent that the entities
involved in exchanging information may not always be capable of doing a direct or point to
point communication using each other’s addresses. They may be located around different
parts of the globe and have a different kind of behaviour but still should be able to exchange
information among them reliably over a wide area network like the Internet. Such asyn-
chronous and loosely coupled behaviour of sender/receiver has motivated development of the
publish/subscribe model for distributed systems[16].
In a publish/subscribe paradigm, also known as pub/sub model, instead of sender and re-
ceiver it uses the concept of publisher and subscriber. The publisher can advertise the type of
content that it wants to publish and the subscribers can express interest to receive contents
by subscribing for them. Later when the publisher publishes some contents, the matching
between the published content and the subscriptions are checked and the content is delivered
to the subscriber if there is a match. This kind of communication can be found in for example
news-feed, RSS feeds, electronic auctions, system and network management,business process
management, service discovery, sensor networks etc[6][18]. This type of communication can
not be provided by traditional distributed system messaging paradigms; which involve syn-
chronous end to end communication, rather there was a need to develop a middleware that
could abstract the distributed nature of the publisher/subscriber and can establish reliable
communication among them. In such a situation, the middle-ware would handle the abstrac-
tion of the end hosts i.e. publisher or subscriber so that the end hosts do not need to be
aware of the location or state of each other. The middleware provides so-called Notification
Service, where the publisher can advertise and publish, and the subscribers can subscribe and
receive published contents[9]. As different from traditional distributed system communication
paradigm e.g. message passing, RPC, shared space, Message Queuing etc.; with the help of
the notification service the publish/subscribe paradigm offers significant advantage in terms
of many to many, and asynchronous mode of communication[16].
Publish/subscribe concept can be implemented in different modes, for example topic based
or content based. In topic based model, the subscriptions/advertisements happen based on
interest to receive/send information on a particular topic, and also the matching and routing
of events are done by checking topic similarity. In content based mode, subscribers/publishers
can be more specific about their interest to receive/send information by using conditions on
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contents instead of topics. Also the published contents are matched with the subscriptions
by actual content checking and comparison. In this way content based pub/sub offers more
expressiveness compared to topic based pub/sub. In other words, in content based pub/sub
the published contents can be filtered in the network based on information available from
the advertised/subscribed content, which therefore reduces unnecessary bandwidth consump-
tion and also increases accuracy for the subscribers since filtering in the network means the
subscribers will receive contents only for which they expresses interest[6].
There have been a lot of research done on content based routing for pub/sub system as
discussed in [18],[28],[9] where the content filtering is performed by entities called brokers.
Brokers work on the overlay network and uses the underlying network information to create
routing plans for published contents. But, since brokers do not operate in the underlying
network, using broker based content filtering result in significant delay for end to end content
delivery as a result of the extra processing that the brokers need to do to match and filter
the content[40]. Recent advancement in the networking field like software defined network-
ing(referred as SDN hereafter) now makes it possible to install content filters directly on the
network routers without involving any extra processing. In software defined networking, the
whole network is divided into two parts, the control plane and the data plane; a centralized
controller has global view of the underlying network and can control the multilayer switches
with protocol like OpenFlow[47]. OpenFlow makes it possible to install filtering rules also
known as flows[17] on the TCAM memory of switches to enable end to end routing of packets.
The filtering rules that are used for OpenFlow are similar to content filtering rules needed
for a pub/sub system. Therefore using the concept of SDN, the content filtering now can be
performed without any application layer overhead; directly at the switch, it is just a simple
memory lookup operation[40]. In many parts of the thesis, the term switch is used to refer
a multilayer switch which is capable of layer 3 based routing and not just layer 2 packet
switching.
As discussed above, content filtering in an SDN based pub/sub can be done with the help of
match fields on the Ternary Content Addressable Memory(TCAM) of the switches and middle
ware PLEROMA[40] provides an efficient way to install content filtering rules using which the
published events can be matched and forwarded to the subscribers at line rate performance.
Even though PLEROMA provides efficient line rate content filtering, it still suffers from
problem due to limited bits available to represent content. The content filtering technique
used in PLEROMA first converts the contents to binary bit streams and then append those
streams to a set of predefined IP addresses to generate new IP addresses which are then used
as match fields on the switches. The expressiveness of this technique is dependent upon the
number of bits available in the IP addresses where the bit stream can be appended. A limited
number of bits available create less expressive rules and thus results in consumption of extra
bandwidth by unnecessary traffic in the network. This problem has been identified and initial
solutions have been proposed in [7] to represent contents efficiently and also to eliminate
redundant data to make the content filtering more expressive. The proposed solutions try to
represent contents based on the workload of the system i.e. amount of subscriptions and events
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published; although the solutions have been proposed in a simulated pub/sub environment
and are yet to be explored in an actual SDN based pub/sub network. This thesis tries to
solve this problem and maps the proposed solutions to an SDN environment and explores the
feasibility and scalability of the proposed techniques.
1.1 Thesis Organization
The thesis has been organized as below:
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background topics and understanding needed for the thesis.
It gives an overview of the pub/sub concepts and software defined networking and also provides
details about how pub/sub can be realized in an SDN.
Chapter 3 provides the problem statement of this thesis and also discusses some related work
which are of relevant for the thesis like content filtering in SDN and how it is realized in
PLEROMA.
Chapter 4 provides understanding of the techniques and algorithms that have been proposed in
[7],this thesis being an extended work of [7] it is important to know how the techniques solves
the problem and how they can be mapped to an SDN environment. This chapter also provides
the implementation details of the techniques proposed in [7] for an SDN environment.
Chapter 5 provides analysis and evaluation of the implemented techniques including the test
environments used and results of the conducted experiments.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the summary of the work done and including scope of
future work that can be performed.
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Chapter 2
Background
The objective of this chapter is to provide adequate background knowledge for the theoretical
concepts needed to understand the thesis further. Specifically it gives detailed introduction
of pub/sub principles, software defined networking concepts and also how pub/sub concept is
realized in software defined networking.
2.1 Classical Communication Paradigms in Distributed Systems
A distributed system is a collection of computing systems distributed across geographically
different regions, but appears as a single computing system to the end user. For a system to
be called a distributed system some characteristics[39, Chapter 1] that it needs to posses,
• Remote resources like computing servers, printers etc. should be easily accessible and
can be shared by multiple users at same time.
• A distributed system should hide it’s distributed nature from the end users in terms of
location of computing systems, or remote resources should be accessible the same way
a local resource is accessed by an user.
• A distributed system should be easily scalable i.e. it can cope with increasing number
of users without any failure.
Keeping the above characteristics in mind, facilitating communication among multiple entities
involved in a distributed system is definitely a challenging task. Before moving onto publish/-
subscribe paradigm, some of the other popular communication mechanisms in distributed
systems are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.1 RPC
Remote Procedure Call(RPC) is a very popular communication principle in distributed sys-
tems. The main principle of RPC is that, a process residing in a client machine can call a
procedure which is implemented on a server machine[39, Chapter 4] via a network in which
the client and the server machines are connected. To the client process, calling a remote pro-
cedure seems no different than calling a local procedure, but there is another process involved
known as the stub which converts the local procedure call into a transportable message and
sends it to its operating system which sends the message to the the server machine’s operating
system. Similarly for the server, it also has a server stub process which listens for incoming
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messages, on receiving the message from it’s operating system it converts the message into a
method call which is actually implemented on a server’s process running on top of the stub.
The process returns the result of the method to the server’s stub which then packs it into
a response message, sends it over to the client and the client’s stub unpacks and sends the
result to the client process that called the method as a local method. Figure 2.1 shows the
Figure 2.1: Remote Procedure Call
complete process of RPC where the client process calls a procedure to multiply two number
which is actually implemented on a server’s process. The numbers represent each of the steps
followed to complete the remote procedure call. The example shown here is a simple one with
both client and server having similar data representation. The client and server machines may
have different data representation e.g. one might work on big endian and other might work
on little endian, or might need a particular type of message that it understands, in such cases
additional implementations are needed so that both the client and server agrees on a similar
data representation and a message structure understandable by the respective client/server.
An RPC can be synchronous where the client calls the remote server and waits for reply or it
can be asynchronous mode where the client sends the request and proceeds with some other
task and gets interrupted when the server replies.
2.1.2 RMI
Remote Method Invocation(RMI) is a variant of RPC specifically for Java where a remote ob-
ject is referenced which can in turn call local procedure and return the results. The difference
with RPC being, in RPC additional actions are needed for converting the data into local data
structure and also for sending the response back to the client, but in RMI the client invokes
a remote method directly using a reference of a remote object on the server. The process of
RMI with respect to Java can be explained in the following steps[29],
• The server has one or more remote interfaces which extends java.rmi.Remote interface
and the interfaces declare all the methods that can be called remotely by a client. For a
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remote object to be able to invoke any method, the object’s class must implement one
or more of these interfaces.
• The server also has a stub which also implements the remote interfaces. In this way all
the remotely invokable methods are also available for the stub and it acts as a proxy for
all the objects that are available to the client as remote object.
• There exists a registry service on both server and client where the server can bind
objects to the registry service to make them available to clients and clients can look
up the registry service to get the reference of a remote object. In reality, after look up
instead of the actual object reference, the registry service returns reference of the stub
of the remote object which has all the methods available on it as well. The client then
call the remote method using the stub reference.
2.1.3 Message Oriented Systems
As discussed above, RPC and RMI enable distributed communication by hiding the details of
transporting message over a network. However, they still need both the client and the server
processes to be executing at same time for a communication to happen. If there is a failure at
any side or there is a failure of the network, then the communication fails, also synchronous
mode of communication blocks the client until it receives a reply. To avoid these kind of issues,
message oriented communication paradigm was introduced. The following types of message
oriented communication paradigms are relevant,
Message Passing Interface Message passing interface provides an interface between the
sender and receiver entities using which they can communicate independently of each other.
The interface provides message buffers where the messages from a sender are stored and the
receiver can read the messages from the buffers. MPI provides different primitives for syn-
chronous and asynchronous modes of communication for both sending and receiving purposes.
It also has primitive for passing a reference to a message. The sender and receiver entities in
MPI are identified by using a tuple of group id and a process id, where the group id specifies
the group in which the entity belongs to and the process id identifies the entity uniquely
within a group.
Message Queuing Message queuing system provides queues for each of the distributed enti-
ties involved in communication where any data can be stored and received by the entity when
it is ready. Because of presence of queues, it is not necessary for the sender and receiver to ex-
ecute in parallel to successfully exchange message between them. However, the queues of each
involved sender/receiver needs to be identified uniquely where a message can be addressed.
Now that we know how traditional communication paradigms work in a distributed system,
in the next section the thesis explores the publish/subscribe paradigm and how it is different
and advantageous than the existing modes of communication.
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2.2 Publish/Subscribe Principles
Publish/Subscribe paradigm enables communication among distributed entities that want
to send and receive information without explicitly specifying name or address of any re-
ceiver/sender. In Publish/Subscribe paradigm the communicating entities do not have to be
aware of each other’s existence, they may be located in geographically different positions, and
can initiate a information send/receive process independent of each other. Instead of tra-
ditional way of distributed communication e.g. client server model[45]; in publish/subscribe
principle there exists a set of clients known as publisher and subscriber that communicate to a
centralized notification service using a predefined message structure. The notification service
then takes care of the involved complexity to establish message delivery among the clients. In
the following parts, this thesis explores the details of the key elements involved in pub/sub
principle and also discusses the specific message structure used in this thesis.
Figure 2.2: A publish/subscribe system
Publisher A publisher is a participant involved in pub/sub system which is also described
as the source of data. It can send advertisements about the type of data that it wants to
publish, and publishes data which are commonly known as events, based on the advertisements
it made.
Subscriber A subscriber is the second participant in pub/sub system which is also described
as the data consumer. A subscriber can send subscriptions describing the type of information
that it wants to receive to the notification service and listens for incoming events. Based
on the subscriptions the notification service delivers events published by the publisher to
the interested subscriber(s). A subscriber can have multiple subscriptions and therefore the
notification service has to deliver it all events matching its subscription set. Figure 2.2 shows
structure of a pub/sub system with multiple publishers and subscribers.
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Notification Service Since publishers and subscribers are not communicating directly, there
exists another entity known as notification service which is responsible for all the logical
calculations needed to deliver published events to the interested subscribers. In pub/sub
paradigm the notification service consists of entities known as broker, the notification service
may consist of one or more brokers. As shown in Figure 2.2 all the publishers and subscribers
communicate with the notification service, if there are more than one broker involved, then the
publishers/subscribers may communicate with any broker from the set and the brokers have
to communicate among themselves for establishing rules to filter out events for corresponding
subscriptions.
Operations and message structure The publishers and subscribers must communicate to
the notification service in a predefined message structure understandable for the notification
service. The publishers can advertise to the notification service declaring the type of con-
tent that it wants to publish in future. In general an advertise message can be of structure
Advt(X,F)[42] where X identifies the publisher and F identifies the criteria that will be used
by the publisher while publishing events. Publishers can also perform un-advertise using
UnAdvt(X,F) which will remove the advertising criteria for the publisher. Similarly for a
subscriber, it can subscribe for events that it is interested in receiving using Sub(Y,S) where
Y identifies the subscriber and S identifies the criteria that it has subscribed for. Similar
to publishers, subscribers can also UnSub(Y,S) which will remove its subscription and the
notification service will not notify it of any event matching the criteria identified by S. Events
published by the publisher can be simple attribute,value pairs[6] , for example an event can be
e={Attr0,V alue0;Attr1,V alue1;Attr2,V alue2}. An event e will be delivered to a subscriber
if the values of the events match to the criteria S specified by the subscriber.
Spatial Indexing for multidimensional publisher/subscriber data The previously mentioned
message structure is a general structure, which means the messages used by the publisher/-
subscriber can be adapted to some specific data structure in order to solve a problem. Such
a structure has been proposed in PLEROMA middleware[40] that uses a concept called dz-
expression. Since this thesis uses PLEROMA as the middleware, therefore it is important to
know about the message structure used by publisher/subscriber in PLEROMA. It uses the
concept of spatial indexing to create dz-expressions which are bit string representation of each
subscription or advertisement contents with multidimensional data. Spatial indexing is an
indexing technique mostly used in database systems to make querying for data faster in a
multidimensional environment[26].
In the model described in PLEROMA, the content space is represented as an N-dimensional
space where each dimension can refer to an attribute like Pressure or Temperature. The
advertisements or subscriptions can be a sub space in the whole content space. Figure 2.3
shows a two dimensional content space w with dimension A in X-axis and dimension B in
Y-axis, the range of each axis being the maximum and minimum values for each dimensions
A and B. Each subscription or advertisement can have dimension A and B as attributes and
a range specifying their values. For example a subscriber can have two subscriptions like this,
s0=(A=[50,100];B=[0,50]) and s1=(A=[25,75];B=[0,100]), and similarly for advertisements.
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Figure 2.3: Using spatial indexing for two dimensions A and B
An event can be represented as a point in the whole content space with a specific value
for each dimension, for example an event can be e=(A=60,B=30). With recursive binary
decomposition of the content space as shown in Figure 2.3 each subspace can be represented
by a bit string known as the dz-expression(in short just dz), and it is quite obvious that as
the subspace for each dimension gets smaller, the dz-expressions needed to represent that
space gets longer. The subscriptions mentioned earlier i.e. s0 and s1 can be represented by
dz-expressions {11} and {001,010,101,110 } respectively. The dz-expressions thus generated
will be used in later parts of the thesis.
2.2.1 Variations of pub/sub model
Based on the way that subscribers express interest to get notified for events, a publish/sub-
scribe system can be broadly categorized into topic based or content based publish/subscribe
model.
Topic based Publish/Subscribe In a topic based pub/sub model, each subscriber subscribes
for a particular topic, and gets notified when a published event matches with the same topic.
It is quite common to refer the topics as tag[32] or group[11], the common thing being that
a logical channel is created among the participating subscribers and publishers when they
match on a particular topic/tag and then subsequent events falling into the same topic can be
broadcast in that logical channel and thus ensuring that all subscribers can receive that event.
Topic based pub/sub enables efficient communication when the subscribed and published
data have a natural tendency to fall into a particular topic[48]. Lot of research have already
been done on the topic based pub/sub, some of which are [32], LIPSIN[22], SCRIBE[11].
Even though topic based pub/sub provides efficient communication for a fixed set of topics,
it however has limitations regarding the expressiveness of subscribers and for dynamically
changing topics. A subscriber may not be interested in the whole set of data related to a
particular topic, but without more granular expressiveness the topic based event notification
system might result in a lot of unnecessary events being delivered to the subscriber[6]. Also,
classical topic based pub/sub systems are not designed to work with dynamically changing
subscriptions, which has been attempted to solve in DYNATOPS[48].
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Content based Publish/Subscribe In a content based pub/sub model, the subscribers can
be more expressive regarding their interests, also unnecessary traffic is reduced in the network
since matching and delivery of events happen based on the properties of the actual content.
Figure 2.4: A Content based pub/sub model
The subscribers can specify specific criteria for attributes that they are interested in and get
notified when an event matching that criteria is published. For attributes having string type
values, the criteria can includes operators like equal,prefix,contains,suffix and for attributes
with numeric values the criteria can include operators like =,<,>,≤,≥[14]. Of course the
notification service will need much more sophisticated implementations as compared to topic
based pub/sub to efficiently deliver contents to the subscribers. Figure 2.4 shows a content
based pub/sub model with two attributes A and B with a notification service consisting of
three brokers. The subscriptions of the three subscribers are expressed as specific range of
values for attributes A and B. So when a published event’s content satisfy the subscription
criteria, it is delivered to the subscriber. Subscribers S1 and S3 are receiving the events Event 2
and Event 1 respectively, because each of these event’s values along dimension A and dimension
B fall within the specific range that was specified by the corresponding subscriptions. While,
subscriber S2 is receiving both of these events following the same logic. Some of the most
popular content based pub/sub systems being Gryphon[12], SIENA[9], JEDI[15]. In contrast
to topic based pub/sub, not much research has been done regarding channelization in a content
based pub/sub system with brokers. All the brokers in the notification service have to do per
event based matching calculation, resulting in high overhead for the notification service. A lot
of research have been done to make matching or filtering of events more efficient and scalable
for pub/sub model, the details of which are being discussed in the next section.
2.2.2 Event delivery mechanism in pub/sub model
For a topic based pub/sub system, matching of event with subscriptions is easier because the
subscriptions and events already fall into predefined topics and matching an incoming event
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is just a look up operation[5]. But since content based filtering relies on the actual content
matching operation of each published event with the subscriptions, it introduces overhead for
the notification service which makes achieving scalability for a large number of subscriptions or
events a challenge. In this context it is important to mention that if matching of events are not
efficient, the subscribers will receive event notification which they did not subscribe, resulting
in false positives. False positives waste important network bandwidth, and therefore it is a
goal of any pub/sub system to keep false positive at minimum level. The most naive way of
filtering is to check all subscriptions against a published event. This is not efficient because the
run time of this algorithm increases linearly with increasing subscribers[5] also this algorithm
is based on the assumption that the notification service has a global view of all subscriptions.
If there are multiple brokers in the notification service, creating a global view for each of the
brokers creates a lot of unnecessary traffic in the system and also introduces overhead for the
brokers in terms of storage memory and event matching operation. There have been a lot
of research on this topic and it has been established that the most efficient way of filtering
in a notification service with brokers is to create multicast groups based on subscription
clustering[34],[10],[31]. In the middleware PLEROMA, this problem is solved using a prefix
based matching of advertisement and subscriptions and then creating corresponding routing
tree between publisher and subscriber, the details of which will be discussed in a later part of
this thesis.
Besides filtering, events also have to be routed properly to the interested subscribers by the
notification service. There can be two types of routing for a content based pub/sub model,
simple routing and covering based routing[28].
• In simple routing all the events are flooded to every broker in the notification service,
ensuring that any subscriber connected to a broker receives the events that it is interested
in. Obviously this introduces lot of unnecessary traffic in the system and also this routing
scheme assumes that every broker has a global knowledge about all the subscribers of
the system. With dynamically changing subscriptions, it will involve huge overhead to
maintain the routing tables of every broker.
• In covering based routing, the brokers look for similarities among subscriptions. It is
very likely that a lot of subscribers are interested in a similar set of events. Therefore,
instead of flooding all the subscriptions to all the brokers, a broker will forward a
subscription to its next broker only if the subscription generates a new interest that was
not already covered by some subscriber already known to the broker. Similarly for an
event, it will be forwarded by a broker to its next broker only if the event is covered
by an existing subscription in the broker. In this way network bandwidth is reserved as
well as storage space is reserved at the brokers. When the broker receives an event, then
it can either deliver it to a connected subscriber or forward it to its next broker based
on the subscriptions that it has. The amount of unnecessary messages can be further
reduced by use of advertisements before a publisher actually publishes.
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2.3 Contemporary pub/sub Systems
As discussed before, there can be different varieties of a pub/sub model. To have a general
overview of different attempts of realizing a scalable and efficient pub/sub model, in this
section some of the state of the art publish/subscribe system are being discussed.
2.3.1 SIENA
SIENA[9] presents a wide area event notification service for content based pub/sub system
with event filtering implemented at application layer. Besides subscriptions, SIENA uses the
concept of advertisements that the publishers can use to avoid sending of unnecessary notifi-
cations. Also SIENA is the first to introduce the concept of unsubscribe and unadvertise in the
publish/subscribe paradigm. The notification service implements the covering based routing
that was mentioned in the previous section, following the similar technique for propagation
of advertisements. The notification service defines two kind of filtering techniques, which are
subscription based and advertisement based.
• Subscription based filtering defines the condition under which a notification will be
delivered to the interested subscriber. For a notification to be delivered to an interested
subscriber, all its attributes must be covered by the corresponding subscriber. Figure
2.5 shows an example for the same. In this example the second notification is not
Figure 2.5: Covering relation of notification and subscriptions
covered by the subscription because the field name of the notification does not match
with the corresponding field of the subscription. In this case only the first and the third
notifications will be delivered to the subscribers.
• Advertisement based filtering technique defines the conditions under which a notification
is allowed to be published by the publisher. A publisher can have multiple attributes
that it can use while advertising, and for a notification to be published, each individual
attribute of the notification needs to be covered by an advertisement. In contrast to
subscription based filtering, the advertisement and and notification need not have an ex-
act match but the notification attributes should be a subset of the advertised attributes.
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Figure 2.6 shows an example for the same. In this example the second notification is not
Figure 2.6: Covering relation of notification and advertisements
covered by the advertisement because the value of the attribute name is not included in
the advertisement. The third notification is not covered because the attribute value is
missing in the advertisement.
SIENA further handles unsubscribe and un-advertise messages using similar covering rela-
tion. If an unsubscribe message covers existing subscriptions, then all those subscriptions
are removed from the notification service. Similarly for un-advertise, if an un-advertisement
message covers existing advertisements, then those advertisements are removed and disabled
from publishing further notifications in future. The notification service presented in SIENA
offers a scalable and expressive content based pub/sub system, but the drawback being that
it is implemented on the application layer and therefore it suffers from additional end to end
delay for matching and forwarding of notifications.
2.3.2 JEDI
Java event based distributed infrastructure(JEDI)[15] is an object oriented implementation
of a notification service for a content based pub/sub system. It is based on the concept
of Active Objects[43], where the publisher and subscribers take the role of active objects
and another component called the Event Dispatcher has the role of the notification service.
All active objects have to establish a connection to event dispatcher using open operation.
Supported operations by the subscribers in JEDI are Subscribe, Unsubscribe, Receive and
publishers can publish or generate events. A subscription in JEDI can be of structure
name(parameter1,parameter2..) where name is the name of the subscription and parame-
ter1 and parameter2 are the parameters specified by that subscription. The subscribers can
subscribe for one particular event with specific values for name and parameter or it can use a
pattern in its subscriptions to match with multiple events. For example, a subscription with
structure Temp*(*,high) will match with any event whose name starts with Temp and has
a second parameter called high. JEDI also supports mobility of the publishers/subscribers
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using the concept of Java Aglets[25]. To support the mobility feature subscribers/publish-
ers can perform two additional operations which are; moveOut to disconnect itself from the
event dispatcher and moveIn to reconnect to the event dispatcher at a later time after it has
performed moveOut.
2.3.3 GRYPHON
GRYPHON[12] is a content based pub/sub system designed to work with brokers running on
the overlay network. GRYPHON in particular takes special care for scalability, availability
and security for a distributed pub/sub system, and therefore it has been used in real time score
distributions for Grand Slam Tennis and Ryder Cup. Some of the most important concepts
involved in GRYPHON are described below,
GRYPHON uses the concept of information flow graph[37] to model the flow of events from
publishers to subscribers. An information graph can do operations like transform, merge,
select on the existing data to produce new variance of data and to select data of a specific
attribute respectively. Using this concept GRYPHON can operate over a distributed set of
brokers over a wide area network like the internet. Figure 2.7, shows a information flow graph
Figure 2.7: Information flow graph model in GRYPHON
with two data sources which predict different profits on a date and the data published by them
contain two attributes date and profit. This data is combined and put in the COMBINED
information space using the merge operation, and in the next step transform operation is
applied on it which transform the data to a form where date is the key and the prices are the
values for it. By using the select operation, a date can be selected with a minimum threshold
value of profit. Some other operations that can be performed are interpret, expand, collapse.
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The matching of events with subscriptions in GRYPHON is solved by using a parallel search
tree where the subscriptions are the leaf nodes and they can be traversed by the events from
the root nodes using some tests which are represented as the non leaf nodes in the tree[1]. A
subscription in GRYPHON can contain the attributes from the information space that was dis-
cussed before, for example in Figure 2.7 a subscription can be Subscription1=[date=22.07.16,
profit > 1000]. Figure 2.8 shows the matching tree that is needed to match an event with
Figure 2.8: Content matching in GRYPHON
this subscription. The root node of this tree being the test1, checkDate() which returns a
result represented by the edge to the next node test2 which tests for the profit attribute and
based on the result of this test the event can follow any of the two edges pointing to two leaf
nodes which are the subscriptions. In this example the event matches with Subscription1.
GRYPHON provides even more flexible tree structures including don’t care edges when some
subscriptions have a wild-card matching for a particular attribute.
GRYPHON produces impressive performance using their matching algorithms and parallel
search tree technique, even though this still requires the brokers to have a complete knowledge
of all the subscriptions involved in the system.
2.3.4 LIPSIN
LIPSIN[22] is a topic based pub/sub system which offers line rate performance by implement-
ing forwarding on the network layer. It uses a network structure that consists of three layers,
forwarding layer for forwarding of events from publisher to subscriber,and above that data
plane that takes care of the the traditional transport layer functionalities and in addition
introduces some new functions like caching and error correction, on top of it lies the control
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plane which consists of the topology manager to create view of the underlying network topol-
ogy and the rendezvous system which actually takes care of the matching between publisher
and the subscriber based on topics. LIPSIN uses the concept of bloom filter[44] to identify
each link in the network topology. Each link has a link id which is represented by a bloom
filter and the topology manager has a global view of all the links and link ids that it can use to
determine the path that an event published by a publisher needs to follow. When a publisher
publishes an event, the packet containing the event also has the result of OR operation of all
the link ids in the form of one vector called zFilter in its header. When the packet arrives at
one node, it checks its routing table that has all the links and their corresponding link ids,
and does AND operation of the zFilter with the individual link ids, and if the result matches
one particular link id in its routing table, then the node forwards the event to that link.
LIPSIN achieves a line rate performance using a topic based pub/sub system which is a
first of its kind. However, it does suffer from problem of false positives due to usage of bloom
filter and has a low expressiveness because it is a topic based system. It would be interesting
to see the combination of content based routing done on a network layer which will offer both
expressiveness and line rate performance. With this motivation in mind this thesis discusses
the next section on software defined networking.
2.4 SDN
Software defined networking is the recent advancement in the computer networking sector
which makes it easy to control the switches with the help of a centralized controller from
application level software, instead of manually programming each and every switch. When
there are a lot of switches involved in a network and also huge amount of information exchange
is happening for example in a datacenter network; it demands quick programmability of the the
network for routing without any information loss and as well as for failure recovery purpose.
In such a situation, manually programming switches would not be so effective, and hence the
rise of software defined networking which makes it possible to treat the network like a software
with pluggable modules. In software defined networking, there is a centralized controller with
a global view of all the underlying switches that it is connected to, and developers can write
applications on top of the controller to control the underlying switches.
Figure 2.9 shows the structure of a typical software defined networking model, the switches are
connected to a specific port of the controller via the southbound interface, the communication
protocol between the switches and the protocol is defined in OpenFlow protocol[17]. There-
fore the switches must be capable of understanding OpenFlow protocol. The applications can
use the services provided by OpenFlow to program the switches. Since the controller provides
access to all the underlying switches, it is easier for the developer to write applications in-
volving logic which considers all of the switches together. In this context, below are some of
the important terms and concepts involved in an SDN.
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Figure 2.9: SDN Architecture
Proactive and Reactive SDN In a proactive model, the controller would install flow rules in
all the underlying switches before any packet arrival at the switches. That is not a practical
approach since it is not possible to know about all the packet headers beforehand. In reactive
model, by default all the switches are instructed to send a packet to the controller when it does
not know what to do with a packet. The controller then checks the header of the packet and
uses the logic implemented as an application to create end to end path and pushes flow rules
on all the switches involved in the end to end path, so the next time a packet with the same
header arrives at the switch it can just follow the flow rules already set by the controller.
A flow A flow is installed in the switch’s hardware by the controller as a rule that the switch
will follow for all incoming packets matching the entry match field.
Figure 2.10: A flow table with different entry fields
• A match field is an entry in a flow rule, that can be used to match incoming packets. A
match field can be destination/source IP address,MAC address, VLAN id, ether type of
the packet(IPv4, ARP, IPv6 etc.), incoming port of the switch, TCP/UDP port and so
on. Based on the match field of an incoming packet, the switch decides what to do with
the packet or to which port the packet has to be sent out. There can also be wildcard
matching rule which can match with any incoming packet.
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• Priority field to specify the priority of this flow rule, since there can be multiple flow
rules in a switch.
• Counters to keep track of count of packets that has been matched.
• Time-out field that can be specified if the flow needs to be removed after a certain idle
time.
• Action is another entry in a flow that specify the actions that a switch need to perform
when an incoming packet matches on the corresponding match fields. Actions can specify
to send the packet out via a particular port, drop the packet or to modify existing headers
of the packet. Multiple actions can be set together, for example the switch can modify
some header fields of a packet before sending it out via a particular port.
• Cookie field to uniquely identify a flow.
Once the flows are put into the switch’s hardware, the switch can make decisions about routing
the incoming packets. Figure 2.11 shows the matching procedure when packets arrive at the
switch. In this example, a flow table is put on the switch where the match field is set as ether
type IPv4, and action is to send out such packets at port 3. Therefore when an IPv4 packet
matching the match field criteria arrives at the switch, it is sent out via port 3. But when an
IPv6 packet arrives at the switch, the match field does not match with it and hence the switch
sends the packet to the controller to decide about the packet. As discussed, with introduction
Figure 2.11: Matching procedure in switch’s hardware
of SDN it provides endless possibilities to inject application level logic into the network layer
and therefore can be applied in different use cases. Its application in the publish/subscribe
paradigm has been first proposed in [23] and in the next section of this thesis it is discussed
in details.
2.5 Pub/Sub Model on SDN
As mentioned before in section 2.1, there have been few successful implementation of large
scale distributed content based pub/sub systems like [9],[18],[30]. However, each of them does
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event matching and filtering at the application level and rely on getting correct underlying
network information on the overlay network. Approaches like [24],[20],[13] explore different
methods to infer underlying networking information, using which filtering can be applied
for a broker based pub/sub at the overlay network. But from the performance perspective,
it would be more efficient to implement a content based pub/sub model on the underlying
network layer instead of overlay network[23]. With introduction of SDN, instead of using
event filtering techniques at the application layer, filtering rules can be installed as flows in
the TCAM memory of the switches which can offer line rate content filtering. In the proposed
technique, the publishers and subscribers are connected as end hosts to the OpenFlow enabled
switches. A fixed IP address is used in the packet header by the publishers/subscribers when
they send any advertisements/subscriptions, and no flows are installed in switches against that
IP address. So each time a publisher/subscriber initiates advertisement/subscription requests,
they get forwarded to the controller by the switches. After receiving the subscriptions and
advertisements data the controller acquires a global view of all the publishers and subscribers,
specifically the switch and the port to which they are connected. The controller then uses
the dz-expressions of the advertisements and subscriptions created using spatial indexing, to
find covering relation among them to install corresponding flows on the switches. Events also
have corresponding dz-expression which is converted to IP address and used as destination
IP address of each packet containing an event. So when the packets are published, they are
filtered in the network by the switches by matching the IP address on the packet headers with
the match field of the installed flows. In this way, network bandwidth is reserved by filtering
out unnecessary events. Also, since there is no extra processing involved for the switches to
match and filter events, filtering at underlying network offers performance benefits by reducing
end to end delay which was a major drawback for broker based application level filtering.
In the next chapter the thesis looks into details about how an efficient pub/sub model is
implemented in SDN using PLEROMA which is the middleware used in this thesis.
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Content Filtering at Line Rate
The objective of this chapter is to provide the detailed description for content matching and
filtering in the switch’s memory and how this feature is used for implementing an efficient
pub/sub model in PLEROMA. At the end of this chapter, the problem statement of the thesis
is stated.
3.1 Content Matching in Switch
To achieve line rate performance, event filtering must be performed at the network layer as
filtering at overlay network introduces additional delay. For a content based pub/sub system,
it needs a way to match and filter event contents at the network layer. Every network switch
has a small inbuilt memory that it uses for high speed lookup operation by matching of
binary content. This memory is called Content Addressable Memory, in short CAM. In CAM
all filtering conditions are represented as binary values and any search criteria is matched by
its corresponding binary values[46]. TCAM is a special type of CAM, that allows for a third
condition other than 1 or 0, which is called don’t care and represented by * in the entry and
it can match with any value 0 or 1. The third condition allows to ignore some bits of the
search criteria, and therefore only a part of the whole binary content needs to match with
the condition. This makes it possible to represent wild-card masked IP addresses as filtering
conditions in which only the masked number of bits are needed to be matched with binary
representation of IP address of an incoming packet. Figure 3.1 shows the matching operation
in TCAM. In the TCAM entry table some wild-card mask IPs in their binary format are set
as match conditions, and on matching with the IP address of an incoming packet, it returns
the port number to which the packet has to be sent out. As shown in the figure, the first
entry is binary representation of a 8 bit wild-card mask IP address, which means only the
first 8 bits of a packet needs to match with this entry, and then the packet will be sent out to
port 4. Therefore, this matching can also be called as prefix matching since if the bits set as
the condition to match, appear as a prefix of the binary representation of the search criteria,
then the condition is always fulfilled. It is also important to mention that a packet can match
multiple conditions in the TCAM entry table. This property of prefix matching is extensively
used in PLEROMA for matching of event values with subscriptions, that will be discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 3.1: TCAM matching operation
3.2 PLEROMA
The challenges to create a scalable middleware to handle large number of dynamically changing
publisher/subscriber and also to make content based filtering more efficient by using the
features provided by SDN, have motivated the development of PLEROMA. It uses the same
pub/sub model for SDN as proposed in [23] which means publishers/subscribers send their
advertisements/subscriptions with a fixed destination IP address in their packet headers that
the switches then forward to the controller. The controller uses covering relation between
advertisements and subscriptions to create and maintain end to end path between publishers
and subscribers and install the required flows on the TCAM of the switches. The published
events are matched and forwarded to the interested subscribers by prefix based matching
feature of TCAM. Considering the relevance of the methods used in PLEROMA for this
thesis, some of them are discussed in the next few sections.
3.2.1 Transforming contents to match fields
PLEROMA[40] uses the concept of spatial indexing as described in Chapter 2 to generate
dz-expressions of multidimensional subscription and advertisement data. The dz-expressions
thus generated can be used to represent the value of a subspace in which the content has been
subscribed or advertised. Some properties[23] of the dz-expressions:
• The subspace represented by a dz-expression is inversely proportional to the length of
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the dz-expression i.e. longer dz-expression represents a smaller subspace.
• With increasing number of dimensions, length of dz expressions increases to represent a
fine grained advertisement/subscription.
• The subspace of an advertisement/subscription with dz-expression dz1 is covered by
another advertisement/subscription with dz-expression dz2, if dz2 happens to be a prefix
of dz1.
By making use of dz-expressions it is possible to represent advertisement/subscription con-
tents in a coarsely grained or very finely grained manner[41], also since the covering of sub
spaces can be determined by just prefix matching of dz-expressions it enables accurate match-
ing for the purpose of covering based routing. For example the sub space of subscription with
dz-expression s1={10} will cover the sub space represented by another subscription having a
dz-expression s2={1011}. An advertisement or subscription can be represented by multiple
number of dz-expressions depending upon the range of sub space that the advertisement/-
subscription includes. On the contrary, since an event is a point in the content space with
particular values for each dimension, therefore it can be represented with one dz-expression.
An event matches a subscription when it lies within the sub space covered by a subscrip-
tion, in dz-expression notation that will mean that an event matches a subscription when the
subscription dz is a prefix of the event dz. Now to match a subscription to an event, the
subscription dz-expressions need to be converted to a match field compatible with OpenFlow,
which can be put in the switch’s TCAM. For this purpose IPv4 addresses from a range of
multicast IPv4 addresses (225.128.0.0-255.255.255.255)[6] is used, where the dz-expressions
can be appended. For example in Figure 3.2 a dz={0100} is appended to the IPv4 address
after the first 9 bits and converted to a match field which can be represented as a 13 bit
wildcard masked IP address in the TCAM of the switch. In this example an IPv4 address is
used , but this procedure can be applied for IPv6 addresses too.
3.2.2 End to end path maintenance and flow installation
To match and route the published events to the interested subscribers in a software defined
networking environment, flows need to be installed on all the switches that are involved in the
path between a publisher and a subscriber. As mentioned before, PLEROMA uses covering
relation between advertisements and subscriptions to install necessary flows. To handle large
number of dynamically changing advertisements and subscriptions and also to reduce end to
end latency and redundant event forwarding, PLEROMA maintains a set of spanning trees
which spans onto every switch in the network following a shortest path. Each advertiser
is associated to one or more spanning tree(s) to which it can publish events and all the
subscribers interested in the advertised set of data also join the same tree, thus for successful
event matching and delivery; flows need to be installed only on the switches which are on the
tree. In this way it reduces the total number of flows which are needed to be installed and
also reduces multiple forwarding of same events. Using multiple set of spanning trees also
helps in load balancing, enabling the system to handle more number of event publishers in
parallel. Each spanning tree is represented with a dz-expression that is used for finding out
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Figure 3.2: Converting dz expression to match field
the responsible tree to which a particular advertisement and subscriptions should join. The
details of these methods are discussed in the following sections.
Spanning Tree Creation and Advertisement Handling A publisher sends advertisements
including the dz-expressions in its packet header to the switch that it is connected to, with
a fixed IP address as the destination address. The switch then forwards those packets to the
controller. The controller on receiving an advertisement starts to check to which spanning
tree the publisher can join. In particular, the controller checks every dz-expression in the
set of dz-expressions that an advertisement has to see if any of them is covered by the dz-
expression of any existing tree. If the tree dz-expression covers any of the dz-expression of the
advertisement, then the publisher joins that tree. Figure 3.3 shows an example, where there
are three publishers involved in the topology. Assuming that these three publishers advertise
in a chronological order, i.e. in the order P1,P2,P3. When P1 advertises there are no existing
tree before, therefore a new spanning tree is created with the switch R1 as the root and having
the dz of {10}. Next when P2 advertises with the dz-expression {100}, the controller sees that
this dz is covered by the existing tree by prefix matching operation, and thus P2 joins the
existing tree. The advertisement published by P3 covers the existing tree, therefore it is split
into two parts {10}, and {11}, with the first part it joins the existing tree and with the second
part a new spanning tree is created with R4 as the root of the tree. Subscriptions are treated
in a similar way which is described in the next section.
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Figure 3.3: Handling advertisements in PLEROMA
Handling subscriptions and installing flows On receiving a subscription the controller checks
every dz expression of the subscription and searches to which trees the subscriber can join. If
a dz-expression of the subscriber is covered by the dz-expression of an existing tree, then the
subscriber joins the tree. In this way overlapping advertisements and subscriptions join the
same tree. If a subscriber dz is not covered by any of the existing trees, then the controller
stores it and checks again when a new advertisement triggers a new tree creation process or
the dz of an existing tree changes. Now there can be three conditions under which a path
between a publisher and a subscriber needs to be considered,
1. The dz-expression of an advertisement covers the subscription dz, dzsub ≺ dzadvt
2. The advertisement dz and subscription dz are equal, dzsub=dzadvt
3. The subscription dz covers an advertisement dz, dzadvt ≺ dzsub
In any of the three cases, the controller needs to find a path between the publisher and
the subscriber so that events can be routed to the subscriber. To install flows for a pair of
publisher and subscriber, the controller first calculates the path from the publisher to the
subscriber in terms of the switches that an event needs to travel and also the output port
in each of the switches. The complete path in the tree can be represented by a set of tuples
where each tuple consist of a switch and the output port. After selecting the switches and
the output ports, the flows are installed on the corresponding switches using the IP addresses
as the destination address in match field, which are obtained by appending the subscription
dz-expression to the IP address from the multicast range. Figure 3.4 shows an example for
flow installation considering one publisher and two subscribers. Again, we assume that the
advertisements and the subscriptions happen in a chronological order i.e. P1,S1,S2. So when
the publisher advertises, the spanning tree is created with R1 as the root node. Next, the
subscriber S1 subscribes with the dz-expression {100}, being covered by the tree dz it joins
the tree and the controller calculates the path from the publisher to the subscriber and install
the corresponding flows on the the switches R1,R2,R3 with destination IP 225.192.70.10/12
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Figure 3.4: Flow installation in PLEROMA
in the match fields of R2 and R3. Subscriber S2 then subscribes with a dz-expression {1000}
which is also covered by the same tree. Therefore, a flow with destination IP 225.192.70.10/13
in the match field of switch R4 is installed. To install the corresponding flow on the switch R2,
the controller finds that an event matching the dz-expression {1000} of S2 will always match
with the dz {100} of S1. So such an event should be forwarded to both of the subscribers,
but an event matching only the shorter dz {100} should be forwarded only to subscriber S1.
Therefore it changes the priority field of the existing flow to a lower level and install a new
flow with higher priority to forward an event both of the subscribers. Making use of the
priority field ensures that an event arriving at R2 will be checked for prefix matching for both
subscriptions first, and if there is no matching then prefix matching will be checked only for
S1. Although not shown in the Figure, there needs to be additional actions in the flows of
R3 and R4 to overwrite the destination mac address and destination IP address of a packet
containing an event to that of the subscribing hosts.
As discussed in the previous sections, the content filtering technique used in PLEROMA
depends upon the expressiveness offered by the dz-expression representation of the content.
As the IP address length is limited to a certain number of bits, therefore only a certain length
of dz-expression can be appended to it. Length of dz-expressions increases with increasing
number of attributes/dimensions and after a certain length, the content filtering rules start to
overlap and fail to provide the expressiveness needed to efficiently match and filter contents.
This introduces false positives in the network and wastes valuable bandwidth. This problem
has been identified and initial solutions have been proposed in [7] to represent contents based
on workload on the system and also to remove irrelevant attributes so that relevant attributes
can be represented more expressively. However, the solutions have been proposed on a simu-
lated publish/subscribe filtering environment and their performance on an actual SDN based
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pub/sub system are yet unknown.
3.3 Problem Statement
As explained in the previous section, the solutions to make content filtering more expressive
for a pub/sub system are yet to be explored for an actual SDN environment. This thesis
tries to solve this problem and maps the proposed solutions in [7] to an SDN environment and
explores the feasibility and scalability of the proposed techniques. This thesis uses PLEROMA
as the middle ware and integrates the proposed techniques to it, while also evaluating the
effectiveness of the techniques used and measuring the overhead of the controller in order to
reconfigure the existing rules in the switches.
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Chapter 4
Workload Enabled Indexing
The objective of this chapter is to introduce the techniques which can be used to make content
filtering in an SDN based pub/sub model more expressive and also to provide the implemen-
tation details of mapping the techniques to a centralized controller based SDN environment.
The term workload refers to the amount of subscriptions and events in the system, and the ef-
fectiveness of the techniques used vary according to the type and distributions of the workload
used.
4.1 Limitations of Existing Content Filtering Method
Till now we have discussed how content filtering in an SDN based pub/sub system is achieved
by spatially indexing the multi dimensional content space and representing the contents in
the form of binary strings called dz-expressions. With increasing number of connected devices
and depending on the type of information exchanged there can be many attributes/dimen-
sions for a pub/sub system. Also we have seen in the previous chapter that the length of
the dz-expressions to represent a fine-grained subspace increases with increasing number of
dimensions in the content space. Due to the limited number of bits available in IP address
for appending the dz-expressions, it becomes a challenge to maintain the same level of ex-
pressiveness in the match fields required for efficient content filtering. For example if there
are two subscriptions S1,S2 with dz-expressions {10} and {100} respectively, by property of
the dz-expression S2 has a subscription for a finer grained subspace as compared to S1. But,
if only 2 bits are available in the IP address where the dz-expression can be appended, then
S1 and S2 both will be represented by {10}. As a result of this,S2 will receive events corre-
sponding to {10} which is not what it actually subscribed for. This introduces unnecessary
traffic in the network and increases the amount of false positives for the end subscribers.
To reduce the amount of false positives and save network bandwidth, the solutions for the
above mentioned problem have been stated in [7]. The solutions improve the existing spatial
indexing method by selecting the most relevant space to index based on the subscriptions and
also removes irrelevant attributes based on the different parameters like event distribution,
subscription overlapping, correlation among attributes, so that the relevant attributes can be
represented more expressively. The methods are discussed in details in following sections.
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4.2 Minimizing Content Space
To reduce the amount of false positives in a content based pub/sub, there has been previous
attempt like [33] where the subscriptions are clustered based on their similarity to determine
multicast groups where the published events can be broadcast. Similar concept is applied
in [7] to divide the subscriptions into clusters and then perform spatial indexing only on
those clusters and thus minimizing the content space to be indexed which in turn reduces the
number of bits required to represent a subscription. To understand this process better we
need to understand how is clustering done for a dataset and what is achieved by clustering.
4.2.1 Data Clustering
Cluster analysis is done to find patterns for data points where there is little or no prior
knowledge about the data points. It divides the data points into groups or clusters based
on their similarity. A clustering technique is efficient when points within the same clusters
have greater level of similarity and points in different clusters have greater level of difference.
Cluster analysis finds its application in many fields like data mining, document retrieval,
pattern recognition[19] etc. Figure 4.1 shows an example of clustering in two dimensional
content space where the similar data points are being clustered into groups. One of the most
Figure 4.1: Clustering of data in two dimensions
popular clustering technique used is K-Means clustering. Figure 4.2 shows the algorithm for
K-Means clustering, it starts with a user assigned number of clusters K. Then it initiates
K number of centres or centroids for the clusters. In the next step it forms K number of
clusters by assigning the centroids to its nearest data points. K-Means clustering achieves the
similarity based grouping by calculating the minimum euclidean distance of the point and the
centroid of the cluster. In the next step the algorithm recalculates the centroids of all the
clusters, which can be expressed as an optimisation problem to minimize the sum of squared
error[38, Chapter 8]. Specifically for each cluster it tries to solve for,
Minimize(
k∑
i=1
∑
x∈ci
(x− αi)2) (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: K-Means clustering algorithm
where k is the number of clusters, and x is the set of data points belonging to the cluster ci,
and αi is the centroid of the cluster. It picks up the data points which returns the minimum
value after solving the problem and recalculates the cluster centroid by taking mean of the
data points. This process continues till the centroids have a constant value and do not change
any further. The algorithm then terminates, having divided the data into K clusters based
on their similarity.
K-Means clustering is one of the approaches used in [7] to cluster the subscriptions, although
there can be other clustering approach like the R-Tree as well. After dividing the subscriptions
into clusters, the clusters are bounded by minimum closing approximations which can be
represented by rectangular structures called minimum bounding rectangles(MBR). Minimum
bounding rectangle is a concept that can be used to bound geographic data with many vertices
into a minimum area rectangular space[8] which can be represented in terms of two coordinates
Xmin,Ymin and Xmax,Ymax. Figure 4.3 shows an example how the the subscriptions are
clustered and bounded using the MBRs. Now that the MBRs contain all the subscriptions,
it is possible to do the spatial indexing only within the MBRs and not in the whole content
space. Leaving out the unnecessary parts of the content space in this way is advantageous
because it enables to represent the meaningful spaces with more expressiveness.
In addition to performing spatial indexing within MBRs another approach mentioned in
[7] to increase expressiveness is to remove attributes/dimensions which are not important in
performing spatial indexing. Since with increasing number of dimensions the length of dz-
expressions increases therefore leaving out unnecessary dimensions will help to represent the
more important ones with more expressiveness. To find out the importance of a dimension in
its capability to filter events or to minimize false positives, many factors need to be considered.
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Figure 4.3: Clustering of subscriptions and bounding the clusters with MBRs
Therefore [7] introduces few algorithms to evaluate the importance of a dimension and consider
only those dimensions to calculate the dz-expressions. Since this thesis maps and evaluates
these techniques in SDN platform, therefore it is necessary to know the details about the
underlying algorithms.
4.3 Dimension Selection Algorithms
To identify dimensions which are more relevant for event filtering, factors like event distri-
bution in the content space, subscriptions overlapping, correlation among attributes needs
to be considered. Therefore three algorithms have been proposed in [7] to select relevant
dimensions, which are event variance based selection, subscriptions match based selection and
correlation based selection.
4.3.1 Event Variance Based Selection
In Event variance based selection(EVS), dimensions are selected based on the distribution
of events along the dimensions. A dimension having a greater distribution of events is more
capable in reducing false positives than a dimension with lesser event distribution . Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Event variance based dimension selection
shows an example for the same. Initially when indexing is performed along both dimensions,
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the subscription Sub1 is represented by the dz-expression {01} and it receives all the events
which lie in that space even though the subscription did not subscribe for the whole space.
Therefore it receives some events which are false positives for it. In the next step indexing is
performed along dimension A having a higher event distribution, Sub1 is then represented by
the dz-expression {00}. In this case also there are some false positives that Sub1 receives but
it is lesser than what it received before when indexing was performed along both dimensions.
For data with multiple dimensions, EVS assigns selectivity factor to each dimension based
on the event variance along that dimension, higher event variance means a higher selectivity
factor for a dimension. Then it selects a predefined number of dimensions having the highest
selectivity factors from the complete set of dimensions. Spatial indexing is then performed
considering only the selected dimensions.
4.3.2 Subscription Overlap Based Selection
When subscriptions are overlapping along one particular dimension, then events along that
dimension will match with most of the subscriptions. Therefore if such a dimension is selected
for indexing, then false positives are high because events will match with multiple subscriptions
along that dimension, whereas an event should be received by a subscriber only when it
matches to an event along all dimensions. Figure 4.5 shows a situation when indexing is
performed along a dimension where the subscriptions are overlapping, which shows that the
false positives for both of them increases. To avoid this problem another algorithm was
Figure 4.5: Subscriptions overlapping along Dimension A
proposed in [7] which is known as Event Match Count-Based Selection. This algorithm assigns
selectivity factor to a dimension based on the number of subscriptions that an event matches
along that dimension. If an event matches multiple subscriptions along a dimension, then
that dimension is marked as less important for indexing purpose. After counting the total
number of event to subscription matches along a dimension, this algorithm assigns higher
selectivity factor to the dimensions with a lower count. Then it selects the predefined number
of dimensions having the highest selectivity factor and performs spatial indexing considering
those dimensions. Since this algorithm considers both subscription overlap and event variance
to calculate selectivity factor, it offers better performance than EVS .
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4.3.3 Correlation Based Selection
Very often, there is some form of correlation among different physical attributes/dimensions[21]
which makes selecting all of them for spatial indexing redundant. Due to correlation among
dimensions, an event which matches a subscription in one dimension will also match the
subscription in the other dimension which is correlated to the first dimension. Because of
this reason, selecting both the dimension for spatial indexing becomes redundant when the
subscriptions can be represented expressively just by indexing along one of the dimensions.
Therefore another algorithm was proposed in [7] that in addition to considering event vari-
ance and subscription overlap,also takes the correlation among dimensions into account while
selecting dimensions for spatial indexing. To find correlation among dimensions, the concept
of covariance[27] matrix is used. For example if the data is 3 dimensional, then a 3x3 covari-
ance matrix is generated where an element at the position (1,2) will represent the covariance
between dimension 1 and dimension 2. If there is some form of correlation between those two,
then the covariance is a non zero element. The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
holds the selectivity factor of each of the dimension. To find the covariance between two
dimension pair, the algorithm calculates the number of subscriptions that an event matches
along a dimension and assigns a similarity factor to each dimension pair based on the number
of subscriptions that an event matches along both of the dimensions. The similarity factor
is then aggregated for all the events and the covariance of the dimension pair is calculated
by reversing the similarity factor. This means a higher covariance value for a dimension pair
having a lower similarity factor. After calculating the covariance matrix, the dimensions with
highest covariance or lowest similarity are selected by applying the concept of principal com-
ponent analysis[36] on the covariance matrix. Then spatial indexing is performed on the set of
the selected dimensions. The correlation based selection algorithm offers better performance
than EVS and EMCS in terms of its capacity to reduce false positives[7], however with the
cost of increased computational complexity.
Another algorithm calledGreedy Selections is introduced in [7] which calculates false positive
rates at each step with a particular set of dimensions and removes a random dimension at
each step. It returns the set of dimensions which provides the lowest false positive. Although
this approach performs even better than CS in its capacity to reduce false positive, it has a
very high time complexity and therefore may not be feasible in a live network.
Till now this thesis has discussed how a content based pub/sub system can be made more
expressive by performing spatial indexing only on selected content space and by removing
redundant attributes. Now to make these techniques work on an actual SDN platform is the
main contribution of this thesis, and the next section discusses the implementation details of
mapping the techniques to work with an SDN based pub/sub system.
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4.4 Implementing Workload Enabled Indexing in SDN
For implementing the workload enabled indexing techniques in SDN, Floodlight was used as
the controller and Mininet was used to emulate the underlying network. The PLEROMA
middleware runs as a module in the floodlight controller, another module was added to the
controller to handle the functionalities for enabling the workload based indexing.
4.4.1 Floodlight Controller
Floodlight[2] is an OpenFlow based controller written in Java. Floodlight provides static
flow entry pusher service for installing and deleting flows on the underlying switches via Java
applications. It also provides thread pool services for running multi-threaded applications
in parallel. The application modules communicate to the controller modules via the Java
API exposed by the controller. Figure 4.6 shows the structure of the controller, the coloured
modules are default modules provided by Floodlight controller which are loaded when the
controller starts up.
Figure 4.6: Controller and Module Structure
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4.4.2 Mininet
Mininet[4] is a network emulator which can emulate a real network with OpenFlow enabled
switches having kernels similar to hardware switches. Mininet uses OS virtualization concept
to emulate OpenFlow enabled switches and it is equivalent to using a hardware switch, so all
the experiments and simulations that are done by using Mininet can be deployed on a real
network as well.
Combining the Floodlight controller’s OpenFlow services and Mininet’s OpenFlow capable
switches, it makes it very easy to set up a software defined networking environment with
all the features and functions of a real network. The Floodlight modules are written using
Java, while the publisher/subscriber run using Python scripts. The dimension selection and
workload indexing runs as a separate process and the communication between it and the
Floodlight module is facilitated using sockets. Figure 4.7 shows the complete overview of the
system with all the entities involved. To enable the workload based indexing on the data
Figure 4.7: Implementation of Workload Enabled Indexing Techniques
plane of the network, the controller has to take care of the following items,
• Preserving the subscription and advertisement values for each host so that they can be
used in future with the newly generated dz-expressions using workload based indexing.
• Mapping the advertisement/subscription and event values to the data structure needed
for the purpose of workload indexing and dimension selection.
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• Deleting the old flows from all the switches in order to install new flows using the new
dz-expressions.
• Installing new flows on the switches with the newly generated dz-expression in a small
amount of time to make the system ready for future communications.
To explain the process better, from Figure 4.7 each of the steps involved can be explained as
below,
1. Each host acting as publisher/subscriber send the respective advertisements/subscrip-
tions by using a Python script. The advertisements/subscriptions are encoded into
IPv4 packets with a fixed multicast IP address as the destination address and sent using
UDP sockets. This is explained using the algorithm 1. The parameter values contain the
lower and higher values of this particular advertisement/subscription along each dimen-
sion e.g. low0,high0,low1,high1 for 2 dimensions and DZs contain all the dz-expression
corresponding to this advertisement/subscription. The publisher sends its advertise-
Algorithm 1 Sending advertisements and subscriptions
procedure subscribeoradvertise(values,DZs)
sock ← createSocket()
for each value ∈ values do
for each dz ∈ DZs do
packet← createPacket(value, dz, IPmulticast)
sock.sendPacket()
ments and the subscribers send their subscriptions to the corresponding switches that
they are connected to. The switches being unaware about the destination address of
such packets, send them to the controller. A multiple number of spanning trees can
be set in the controller which have their own independent threads running to calculate
paths and install flows on the switches.
2. The controller on receiving the packets, checks its destination address and if it matches
to the multicast IP address that an advertisement/subscription should have, it starts
with the calculations for finding path and flow installation process on the switches as
described in Chapter 3.
3. Once all the flows are installed the publisher publishes the events by creating IPv4
addresses from the dz-expression of each event and encoding it as the destination address
in the packet containing the event so that they can be matched and forwarded on the
switches using the flows installed. Since the controller also needs the events for carrying
out dimension selection and indexing process, another thread was added to the publisher
that sends the events to the controller using the same multicast address that was used
for advertisements/subscriptions. Before publishing any event the publisher also checks
if the event is covered by the set of advertisement that it already advertised, if only
the event is covered by an advertisement then it is published. This is done in order to
reduce unwanted traffic in the network.
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Once the subscriber receives the events and false positive is calculated, they can inform
to the controller about the false positives that they have. Therefore the controller decides
to perform dimension selection and workload indexing to reduce the false positive. The
controller now has all the advertisements, subscriptions and events. For workload based
indexing and dimension selection it has to find the corresponding dimensions from the
data that it has and also has to map the advertisements,subscriptions and events to the
corresponding data structure needed for workload indexing and dimension selection. The
workload based indexing and dimension selection treats advertisement/subscriptions as
Participant objects, events as Event objects and dimensions as Dimension object. Al-
though it does not need advertisements for workload indexing and dimension selection,
the advertisements are sent to it because the new dz-expressions for advertisements are
also required for reinstalling the flows after dimension selection and workload index-
ing. The controller also stores the advertisements/subscriptions data for each host so
Figure 4.8: Mapping advertisement/subscription to Participant class and Events to Event
class and finding Dimension from events
that they can be used in future for reinstalling the new flows with new dz-expressions
generated by workload based indexing. Figure 4.8 shows the structure of advertisemen-
t/subscription and event message, and how they are mapped to Participant class, Event
class and Dimension class respectively for workload indexing and dimension selection.
Three dimensional data is used in this example, and therefore three dimensions with
indices 0,1 and 2 are constructed out of it. Even though only two events are used in
this example, the lower and upperbounds of the dimensions are extracted after all the
events have been received and the controller can sort and select maximum and minimum
values of each dimension from all of the event values.
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Algorithm 2 Mapping Subscription to Participant
1: procedure CreateParticipant(values, host) . values containing the subscription
values and host is the publisher/subscriber
2: for (int i=0;i<values.length;i++) do
3: If(i%2==0)
4: lowerbounds[i/2]← values[i]
5: Else
6: upperbounds[i/2]← values[i]
7: end If
8: end for
9: Participant participant← new Participant(lowerbounds, upperbounds)
10: subToHostMap.put(participant, host)
11: return
A subscription is converted to a Participant object following the algorithm 2 and
stored in the controller. This algorithm also creates a hash-map of host and subscrip-
tions to store all the corresponding subscriptions of a host. The reason for storing this
information is that, after workload based indexing we need to construct new adver-
tisement/subscription request for each host keeping everything else same except adding
the new dz-expressions. For advertisements it follows the same algorithm for mapping
the advertisements to a participant. When the controller receives any event, it maps
those to the Event objects using the algorithm 3 and also creates Dimension objects
from the event values. For creating dimensions, an array of lists is created where each
list can hold values of each event along that dimension, and on receiving an event the
values along each dimensions are added to the corresponding lists as shown in the line
4 of algorithm 3. The procedure CREATEDIMENSIONS then finds the minimum and
maximum from each lists and create the Dimension objects accordingly.
Algorithm 3 Event handling
1: procedure CreateEvents(eventvalues)
2: for (int i=0;i<eventvalues.length;i++) do
3: values[i]← eventvalues[i]
4: dimension[i].add← event values[i]
5: end for
6: Event event← new Event(values)
7: procedure Createdimensions
8: for (int i=0;i<values.length;i++) do
9: dimensionlow ← minimum(dimension[i])
10: dimensionhigh← maximum(dimension[i])
11: Dimension d← new Dimension(i, dimensionlow, dimensionhigh)
12: end for
4. Then the dimension selection and workload based indexing process is started with an
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user specifying the dimension selection algorithm that it needs to run and also which in-
dexing method should be followed while generating new dz-expressions. Also two sockets
are added, one for listening so that it can receive the subscription, event, dimension data
that it needs for the process of dimension selection and workload indexing and another
for sending the data back to the Floodlight module after completing the process.
5. Once the controller has all the subscriptions, events, dimensions and advertisements it
sends them to the workload based indexing and dimension selection process via a socket
and also listens for incoming data.
6. Figure 4.9 shows the complete work-flow of dimension selection and workload index-
ing. Upon receiving the data from the floodlight module, it reads the properties set by
Figure 4.9: Workflow of dimension selection and workload indexing
administrator and performs dimension reduction following a particular algorithm(EVS,
EMCS or CS, GS) which returns the set of selected dimensions from the set of complete
dimensions. Then considering the selected dimension it generates new dz-expressions by
applying spatial indexing after K-Means clustering or spatial indexing without cluster-
ing. The data is returned in the form of hash-maps containing the advertisement/sub-
scription as the key and the corresponding newly indexed dz-expressions as the value.
The controller on receiving the data, constructs new dz-host tuples using the host in-
formation saved before. The steps 5 and 6 can be explained using the algorithm 4. The
parameter data contains all the subscriptions, events, dimensions and advertisements.
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In this algorithm, the line numbers 6 and 11 give the subscribing and advertising hosts
Algorithm 4 Send and receive data
1: procedure SendandReceive(data)
2: socket← createSendingSocket()
3: socket.send(data)
4: openlistensocket()
5: On Subscription Receive(<Participant,DZs>)
6: hosts← getallSubscribingHosts(Participant)
7: for each host ∈ hosts do
8: for each dz ∈ DZs do
9: subTuples← newdzhosttuple(dz, host)
10: On Advertisement Receive(<Participant,DZs>)
11: advthosts← getallAdvertisingHosts(Participant)
12: for each host ∈ advthosts do
13: for each dz ∈ DZs do
14: advtTuples← newdzhosttuple(dz, host)
from the map used in algorithm 2. The dzhosttuple is an internal data structure used
in PLEROMA for the purpose of associating every unique dz expression and the cor-
responding host that sent it. In the line number 9 and 14 of algorithm 4 we construct
the tuples considering the new dz-expressions received after dimension selection and
workload indexing.
7. After constructing new dzhosttuples the controller needs to delete the old flows so that it
can install the new flows with the new DZs. The algorithm 5 describes this process,where
Ts is the set of all the existing spanning trees in the network. For deleting the old flows,
it iterate over all the spanning trees in the existing topology and remove all the existing
advertisers and subscribers that joined the tree, as shown in the line numbers 6 and
8. Also all the flow objects that were added to the tree are deleted. After that flows
are deleted from the switches using the static flow entry pusher service of Floodlght as
shown in the line number 10.
8. After deleting the old flows, the controller is ready to install the new flows. But now since
we do not have any publisher/subscriber sending any data, so the controller needs to take
care of creating a request that seems like it came from an actual publisher/subscriber
so that the PLEROMA middleware can continue with the flows installation process.
This process is done using the algorithm 6. The parameters of this algorithm are the
subscription and advertising tuples where each tuple consists of one dz-expression and
the corresponding host whose subscription is represented by that dz-expression. These
tuples have been created in the algorithm 4 after receiving the new dz-expressions from
dimension selection and workload indexing module. The new flows installation process
should happen as fast as possible to avoid any information loss if the publisher publishes
any event. Therefore two threads were created using Java’s ScheduledExecutorService[3]
that can create and send advertisements/subscriptions in parallel, as shown in the line
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Algorithm 5 Delete advertisement/subscriptions and flows
1: procedure deleteOldFlows
2: for each t ∈ Ts do
3: Tuplessub ← t.getSubTuples()
4: Tuplesadvt ← t.getadvtTuples()
5: for each subTuple ∈ Tuplessub do
6: t.removeSubscriber(subTuple)
7: for each advtTuple ∈ Tuplesadvt do
8: t.removeAdvertiser(advtTuple)
9: t.removeAllF lows()
10: StaticF lowEntryPusherService.deleteAllF lows()
Algorithm 6 Install new flows
1: procedure installNewFlows(subTuples,advtTuples)
2: timertask[] = new TimerTask(2)
3: TIMERTASK1.start()
4: TIMERTASK2.start()
5: procedure timertask1
6: for each advtTuple ∈ advtTuples do
7: host← advtTuple.getHost()
8: dz ← advtTuple.getDz()
9: host.parameters← getParameters(host) . find parameters like switch port,
host mac, host ip from previously stored information
10: Ts ← findResponsibleTrees(dz) . finds all trees such that dz ≺ dztree
11: for each t ∈ Ts do
12: t.process(dz, host)
13: procedure timertask2
14: for each subTuple ∈ subTuples do
15: host← subTuple.getHost()
16: dz ← subTuple.getDz()
17: host.parameters← getParameters(host)
18: Ts ← findResponsibleTrees(dz)
19: for each t ∈ Ts do
20: t.process(dz, host)
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number 2. For constructing a new advertisement/subscription request, the required
parameters like host IP, host mac, switch port that the host is connected to etc. are
obtained by using the saved information for the host in algorithm 2. And then it searches
for all the trees where the publisher/advertiser can join based on the same prefix check
that was done before, and submits the dz and host to the tree for further processing.
The flow installation is taken care of after that as part of the PLEROMA middle-ware.
9. In the last step, the publishers must also be informed about the change of the schema
so that the publishers can also use dz-expressions considering only the reduced set of
dimensions returned after dimension selection and workload indexing. Only in this way it
would be possible to match the event dz-expressions with the newly created subscription
dz-expressions. Therefore the controller informs the publisher about the change and ask
it to consider the reduced set of dimensions for dz-generation when it publishes events
in future.
Till now this thesis has described the implementation process for enabling workload based
indexing techniques on an actual SDN environment. In the next chapter, this thesis evaluates
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed workload based indexing techniques to reduce
false positives in a software defined networking environment.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of Workload Enabled In-
dexing in SDN environment
The goal of this chapter is to provide the details about the evaluation platform and evaluation
results of workload enabled indexing techniques in a software defined network. Specifically,
evaluations are performed to see how scalable and efficient the proposed solutions can be
in terms of their capacity to reduce false positives, and also to know the overhead on the
controller in order to reconfigure the system by deleting old flows and installing new ones.
5.1 Evaluation platform
As discussed before, Mininet is used to emulate a network with OpenFlow enabled switches
and Floodlight is used as the controller. For all the evaluations, Mininet and the controller
are hosted in a Linux system having a processor of 3.2GHz×4 and 8GB memory. As shown
in Figure 5.1, a simple Mininet network can be created by the command sudo mn with one
switch and two host and having a default controller. To integrate Mininet with an external
Figure 5.1: Simple Mininet Topology
controller like the Floodlight controller additional options can be specified in command line.
For the evaluation of this thesis, a tree topology is used consisting of 63 switches and having
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64 hosts, where any host can have the role of a publisher or a subscriber. To create the given
topology with all switches connected to Floodlight controller, the below command is used,
$ sudo mn −−topo tree , depth=6, fanout=2 −−c o n t r o l l e r=remote ,
port =6634 , p r o t o c o l s=OpenFlow13
Here, the depth means the number of level of switches in the topology and fanout means
how many child nodes can one parent node have. Figure 5.2 shows the evaluation topology
generated by using the above command. Using such a network with large number of hosts can
Figure 5.2: Evaluation Topology
prove that the implemented techniques are scalable. The advertisements and subscriptions
are divided among different hosts.
This thesis evaluates both the false positive rate and false positive count for each of the
subscribing hosts. A false positive occurs when the host has received an event whose value is
not covered within the bounds by any of the subscriptions made by that host, so the only way
it has received this event is because a dz-expression of the subscriptions must have a prefix
match with the dz-expression of the event. For each of the received events by a host, this
check is done by comparing it to the subscriptions it made. As explained in the algorithm
7, each event is checked if its covered within the subscription bounds, and then the event
dz-expression is checked with all the subscription dz to check if there is a prefix match. If the
event is covered and as well as there is a prefix match with a subscription dz, then the event is
a true positive, otherwise if there is only a prefix match but the event is not actually covered
within the subscription bounds, then it is registered as a false positive. After calculating false
positive and true positive for each host, the total amount of false positives and true positives
are counted by summing them. False positive rate is then calculated by using following
equation,
FalsePositiveRate = FalsePositiveCount
FalsePositiveCount+ TruePositiveCount × 100 (5.1)
For the experiments Zipfian distributed data with 8 dimensions have been used. In Zipfian
distributed data, subscriptions and events are located in certain number of buckets, and the
distribution can be changed by changing properties like number of buckets, bucket size etc.
In the following sections, the results of different experiments carried out will be discussed.
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Algorithm 7 False Positive Calculation
procedure calculatefalsepositive(event, eventDz, subscription, subDZs)
eventCovered← subscription.covers(event)
for each subDz ∈ subDZs do
If(eventDz ≺ subDz)
{
eventDzCovered← true
break
}
If(eventCovered)
{
If(eventDzCovered)
truepositive++
}
Else
If(eventDzCovered)
falsepositive++
5.2 Evaluation Results
5.2.1 False Positive
To evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques in their ability to reduce false positives on an
SDN platform, the experiments have been conducted in a particular way,
• First, dimension selection and workload indexing is performed on a set of Zipfian dis-
tributed data to find the set of dimensions that produce the minimum amount of false
positives, and then flows are installed using the dz-expressions created considering those
dimensions.
• False positive is measured with increasing number of published events.
• New set of data is generated by changing properties of Zipfian distribution. After
publishing 5000 events, the publisher publishes events having a different distribution
than the previous one, then the subscribing hosts receive events matched by the flows
that were installed using the previous distribution of data and false positive is measured.
• The controller notices the change of distribution and after 8000 events, workload in-
dexing and dimension selection is performed again considering the new distribution of
subscriptions and events, new flows are installed and false positive is measured with
increasing number of events.
Considering the evaluations done in [7], for all experiments correlation based dimension selec-
tion algorithm was used to select dimensions. The experiments have multiple runs and then
the average has been taken of all the runs to arrive at the final results. In each run, different
dataset is used by changing a random seed used while generating data.
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To evaluate the effect of workload based spatial indexing compared to normal spatial in-
dexing, two experiments have been conducted with same set of data,
1. Using CS to select dimensions and then performing normal spatial indexing on those
dimensions to generate new dz-expressions, i.e CS with SI
2. Using CS to select dimensions and perform K-Means clustering of the subscription on
those dimensions and then generate dz-expressions by spatial indexing only within the
MBRs as explained in Chapter 4, i.e. CS with K-Means+SI.
The result of these two experiments are compared in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: False Positive Count Comparison
The graph shows that with increasing events, the number of false positives are increasing, and
changing the distribution of events causes a decrease in number of false positives as received by
the end hosts. As seen from the graph, after performing workload based indexing considering
the new distribution of data, CS with K-Means+SI performs significantly better in terms of
its capability to reduce false positive count, whereas performing normal spatial indexing is
not able to reduce the count of false positives. So it can be said that using workload based
indexing to generate dz-expressions performs better than using normal spatial indexing in
terms of ability to reduce false positives.
However, only false positive count can not reflect the performance of using a particular
schema. It also depends upon the count of true positives, so false positive rates were also
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measured for this experiment and Figure 5.4 shows the false positive rate when CS with SI
was used. As seen from the graph, the change of distribution introduces a huge increase in
Figure 5.4: False Positive Rate for CS with spatial indexing
false positive rate. Although the count of false positive decreased as seen in the previous
graph, the increase in false positive rate is because of huge decrease in number of true positive
counts. Performing CS with SI on the new distribution of data is however able to reduce
the false positive rate by increasing number of true positives because of considering only a
reduced set of dimensions to generate dz-expressions. So CS with SI can decrease the false
positive rate even though it could not reduce the actual false positive count.
Considering the performance of CS with K-Means+SI in its ability to reduce false positive
counts, another experiment was conducted using different sets of data than the previous
experiment. Figure 5.5 shows the false positive counts and Figure 5.6 shows the false positive
rate when CS with K-Means+SI was used. The graphs show that changing the distribution
of events resulted in increase of false positive count as well as rate. Comparing the result in
Figure 5.3 and this result, it can be said that the change of false positive count i.e. increase
or decrease after change of event distribution is dependent on the dataset used, however, the
false positive rate always increases. After performing workload based indexing on the new
distribution of data it reduces both the count and the rate. The false positive rates and counts
are both lesser as compared to performing CS with SI.
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Figure 5.5: False Positive Count for CS with k-means clustering and spatial indexing
Figure 5.6: False Positive Rate for CS with k-means clustering and spatial indexing
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5.2.2 Controller Overhead
Since the controller needs to delete the existing flows and install new flows considering the
newly generated dz-expressions, therefore it is expected that this should happen as fast as
possible to avoid any loss of published events. To measure the overhead on the controller in
order to deploy a new configuration, the time in performing each step was measured. The
total time to deploy a new configuration can be calculated as below,
Ttotal = Twi + Tdelete + Tinstall (5.2)
where Twi is the time needed by the controller to send the data to the dimension selection
and workload indexing module and get the new data back, Tdelete is the time needed by the
controller to delete the previous flows and Tinstall is the time needed by the controller to
install new flows by populating the advertisements and subscriptions considering the new set
of dz-expressions.
Table 5.1: Reconfiguration Time Measurement
Ttotal(in Seconds)
CS with SI 143
CS with K-Means+SI 102
Table 5.1 shows the evaluation results obtained for reconfiguration time measurement for
both schema i.e. CS with SI and CS with K-Means+SI. It was observed that that the di-
mension selection and workload indexing process does not take much time, the maximum
amount of time is taken by the controller to populate the advertisements, subscriptions and
to install corresponding flows. The time taken to reconfigure will change according to change
of the topology, number of hosts, number of subscriptions, number of spanning trees used in
PLEROMA.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
This thesis has implemented the workload enabled indexing process in the publish/subscribe
middleware PLEROMA for a software defined networking environment. Also the effectiveness
and scalability of the techniques for workload indexing have been evaluated in terms of their
ability to reduce false positives and also measured the overhead of the controller in order
to deploy a workload based indexing schema by deleting previous flows and installing new
flows.
Specifically some of the questions that have been answered by this work are,
• How can the controller implement a scalable model for enabling workload based indexing
techniques in the data plane of SDN?
• How is the performance of the workload based indexing techniques on an SDN based
pub/sub system in their ability to reduce false positives?
• What is the cost of performing workload enabled indexing in SDN in this proposed way?
The implementation and evaluation parts of the thesis have tried to answer each of these
questions, and it has been observed that it is possible to reduce false positives for a pub/sub
system in SDN by utilizing the workload indexing techniques. The experiments have been
run multiple times to arrive at a confident result by averaging the results of all runs.
The techniques have also been made scalable for handling a large number of publishers and
subscribers, and the cost of performing workload enabled indexing is measured in terms of
amount of time taken by the controller to deploy a workload enabled indexing schema on the
data plane.
However, there are some limitations of the work performed in this thesis. After performing
workload enabled indexing, the controller deletes the old flows and installs the new flows.
While deleting the old flows, there might be still some publishers publishing events, as a
result the subscribers will not receive those events resulting in loss of information.
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In the evaluation chapter, it was seen that changing the distribution of events results in
increased false positive rate, therefore the controller needs to perform workload enabled index-
ing again considering the new distribution of subscription and events. To do so, the existing
system needs to be stopped and new distribution of subscriptions,advertisements and events
need to be sent to the controller from respective subscriber/publisher.
As future work of this thesis, there can be a more sophisticated way to handle the flow
deletion and installation process so that no loss of published events happen. Also in case the
topology is changed, the advertisements and subscriptions need to be sent to the controller
again to enable workload indexing on the new topology. Additional research can be performed
to find a better solution to handle such a situation. Also the false positive in this thesis has
been measured at the end hosts which tells us the capability of workload indexing to reduce
false positives as seen from the end hosts. However, an approach to measure false positives
in the network switches after performing workload based indexing would tell also about how
bandwidth efficient the techniques really are.
In this thesis, the evaluations to measure false positives have been conducted using IPv4
addresses, where 23 bits are available for appending the dz-expressions. Another evaluation
can be performed to see the performance when IPv6 addresses are used, since IPv6 addresses
will offer more than 23 bits to append the dz-expressions. Also the reconfiguration time has
been measured using Mininet’s emulated network, the performance of which is dependent upon
the performance of the hosting machine and the controller used. Research has been conducted
before to compare the performance of different controllers, and it has been established that
different controllers have different performance with respect to number of OpenFlow messages
that they can handle or number of flows that they can install per second[35]. Therefore, the
reconfiguration time measurements that have been evaluated in this thesis are specific only
for Floodlight controller, and using a different controller may offer a better result. Also, to
avoid the dependency on the performance of the hosting machine, hardware switches can be
used to measure the reconfiguration time instead of using Mininet’s emulated switches.
The data that was used for conducting the experiments in this thesis has been generated by
using a data generation algorithm that generates the data in Zipfian buckets. Even though,
the results of the experiments using such a data set show that the techniques are capable
of reducing false positives for Zipfian distributed data, not always real life data is Zipfian
distributed. Therefore, additional research can be performed in order to find the efficiency of
the techniques when real publish/subscribe data is used.
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